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We analyze the relationship between tripartite entanglement and genuine tripartite nonlocality for three
qubit pure states in the Greenberger Horne Zeilinger class. We consider a family of states known as the
generalized Greenberger Horne Zeilinger states and derive an analytical expression relating the three
tangle, which quantifies tripartite entanglement, to the Svetlichny inequality, which is a Bell type in
equality that is violated only when all three qubits are nonlocally correlated. We show that states with
three tangle less than 1=2 do not violate the Svetlichny inequality. On the other hand, a set of states known
as the maximal slice states does violate the Svetlichny inequality, and exactly analogous to the two qubit
case, the amount of violation is directly related to the degree of tripartite entanglement. We discuss further
interesting properties of the generalized Greenberger Horne Zeilinger and maximal slice states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.250404

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Mn

Introduction.—Quantum theory allows correlations between spatially separated systems that are fundamentally
different from classical correlations. This difference becomes evident when entangled states violate Bell-type
inequalities [1] that place an upper bound on the correlations compatible with local hidden-variable (or local realistic) theories. All pure entangled states of two qubits
violate the Bell-type Clauser-Horner-Shimony-Holt
(CHSH) inequality [2], and the amount of violation increases with the degree of bipartite entanglement [3,4] in
the state. In this Letter, we generalize this two-qubit relationship to important three-qubit pure states in the
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) class [5]. We find
analytical expressions relating tripartite entanglement to
a Bell-type inequality formulated by Svetlichny [6] that
tests for tripartite nonlocal correlations, and we identify
unique nonlocal properties of certain states. Our work is
motivated not only by foundational implications [7] but
also by recent theoretical and experimental interest in
multiqubit entanglement and nonlocality for novel applications in quantum communication and quantum computation [8–12]. Nonlocal correlations of three or more
particles may also play an integral role in phase transitions
and criticality in many-body systems [10]. Furthermore,
our analysis allows the possibility of generalization to N
particles, which would provide new avenues for the understanding of many-body condensed matter, optical, and
atomic systems.
The study of Bell inequalities for three-qubit states is
complicated by the problem of distinguishing between
violations arising from two-qubit versus three-qubit correlations [13,14]. We focus here on the Svetlichny inequality,
0031-9007=09=102(25)=250404(4)

because its violation is a sufficient condition for the confirmation of genuine three-qubit nonlocal correlations [6].
We identify and discuss special nonlocal properties of two
subsets of the GHZ class [5]: the generalized GHZ
(GGHZ) states j c g i and the maximal slice (MS) states
j c s i [15],
j c g i ¼ cos1 j000i þ sin1 j111i;
1
j c s i ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ fj000i þ j11iðcos3 j0i þ sin3 j1iÞg:
2

(1)
(2)

These states have unique entanglement properties due their
inherent symmetries [15], which makes them interesting
candidates for information processing protocols. For instance, the well-known GHZ state, common to both subsets
(1 ¼ =4, 3 ¼ =2), has been prepared in different
physical systems and is a resource for various practical
applications [12].
Like other Bell-type inequalities, the Svetlichny inequality is defined in terms of the expectation value of a
Bell-type operator S that is bounded by the inequality
jhSij  4 [6]. We show that the maximum expectation
value of S for the GGHZ and MS states is
8 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
< 4 1  ð c g Þ; ð c g Þ  1=3
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Smax ð c g Þ ¼
(3)
: 4 2ð c Þ;
ð c Þ  1=3;
g

g

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Smax ð c s Þ ¼ 4 1 þ ð c s Þ;

(4)

where the three-tangle ð c Þ quantifies tripartite entanglement [16], with ð c g Þ ¼ sin2 21 and ð c s Þ ¼ sin2 3 . Our
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results reveal interesting properties of the GGHZ and MS
states. For the GGHZ states, Smax ð c g Þ initially decreases
monotonically with , and then increases for  > 1=3. The
Svetlichny inequality is only violated by GGHZ states with
 > 1=2. However, all MS states violate the Svetlichny
inequality, and Eq. (4) is exactly analogous to the wellknown two-qubit relationship between bipartite entanglement and the CHSH inequality [3,4]. Our analysis shows
that within a particular three-parameter family that is
experimentally accessible, the MS states achieve the maximum possible value of Smax for a given , while conversely,
the GGHZ states yield the minimum possible Smax . Our
expressions also provide a practical way to measure the
tripartite entanglement  via measurement of Smax , which
involves only local measurements of each qubit.
The three-tangle.—In order to facilitate the discussion of
our results, we first briefly describe the three-tangle , a
measure of genuine tripartite entanglement [16] defined as
 ¼ C21ð23Þ  C212  C213 :

(5)

C21ð23Þ measures the entanglement between qubit 1 and the
joint state of qubits 2 and 3. The concurrences C12 and C13
quantify bipartite entanglement between qubits 1 and 2 and
1 and 3, respectively (for further details see [17]). The
three-tangle is invariant under permutation of the indices 1,
2, and 3 and is bounded between 0 (for separable states)
and 1 (for the maximally entangled GHZ state). For GGHZ
states, C12 ¼ C13 ¼ 0 and hence ð c g Þ ¼ C21ð23Þ ð c g Þ ¼
sin2 21 . For MS states, C1ð23Þ ¼ 1, C12 ¼ cos2 3 , and
C13 ¼ 0. So ð c s Þ ¼ sin2 3 .
Svetlichny’s inequality.—Bell-type inequalities based on
absolute local realism, where all three qubits are locally but
realistically correlated, fail to distinguish between bipartite
and tripartite nonlocality [13]. For instance, Mermin’s
inequality [18] is violated by biseparable states in which
two of the qubits are separable from the third [13,14], and
hence it cannot unambiguously identify genuine tripartite
nonlocality. Svetlichny therefore considered a hybrid
model of nonlocal-local realism [6] where two of the qubits
are nonlocally correlated, but are locally correlated to the
third. Suppose we have an ensemble of three spatially
separated qubits, and the measurements A ¼ a~  ~ 1 or
A0 ¼ a~ 0  ~ 1 are performed on qubit 1, B ¼ b~  ~ 2 or B0 ¼
b~0  ~ 2 on qubit 2, and C ¼ c~  ~ 3 or C0 ¼ c~0  ~ 3 on qubit
~ b~0 , and c,
~ a~ 0 , b,
~ c~0 are unit vectors and the ~ i are
3, where a,
spin projection operators that can be written in terms of the
Pauli matrices. The Svetlichny operator is defined as
S ¼ AðBK þ B0 K0 Þ þ A0 ðBK0  B0 KÞ;

Sð c g Þ 



4 cos21 ðcos2 d þ cos2 d0 Þ1=2 ;
4 sin21 ðsin2 d þ sin2 d0 Þ1=2 ;

the expectation value for any three-qubit state is bounded
by Svetlichny’s inequality, jhjSjij  SðÞ  4, which
is maximally violated by the GHZ state [6]. By design, all
biseparable states satisfy the Svetlichny inequality.
Therefore it is only violated when all three qubits are
nonlocally correlated.
In order to find the maximum expectation value of S for
the three-qubit GGHZ states and MS states, we adapt the
technique used to derive the two-qubit result [4]. Let a~ ¼
ðsina cosa ; sina sina ; cosa Þ, and likewise define a~ 0 ,
~ b~0 , c,
~ and c~ 0 . In addition, define unit vectors d~ and d~0
b,
such that b~ þ b~0 ¼ 2d~ cos and b~  b~0 ¼ 2d~0 sin. Thus
d~  d~0 ¼ cosd cosd0 þ sind sind0 cosðd  d0 Þ ¼ 0:
(7)
Then setting D ¼ d~  ~ 2 and D0 ¼ d~0  ~ 2 , the expectation
value of S [Eq. (6)] for a state ji can be rewritten as
SðÞ ¼ 2j coshADCi þ sinhAD0 C0 i þ sinhA0 D0 Ci
 coshA0 DC0 ij
 2jfhADCi2 þ hAD0 C0 i2 g1=2
þ fhA0 D0 Ci2 þ hA0 DC0 i2 g1=2 j;

(8)

where we have used the fact that
x cos þ y sin  ðx2 þ y2 Þ1=2 ;

(9)

with the equality holding when tan ¼ y=x. All square
roots are taken to be positive. We now use Eq. (8) to obtain
the main results of the Letter.
The GGHZ states.—The first term in Eq. (8) with respect
to the GGHZ states gives
h c g jADCj c g i ¼ cos21 cosa cosd cosc
þ sin21 sina sind sinc cosadc
 fcos2 21 cos2 a cos2 d
þ sin2 21 sin2 a sin2 d g1=2 ;

(10)

where we have applied Eq. (9) with respect to c ,
and chosen cos2 adc  cos2 ða þ d þ c Þ ¼ 1. Then
Eqs. (8) and (10) imply
Sð c g Þ  2fcos2 21 ðcos2 d þ cos2 d0 Þcos2 a
þ sin2 21 ðsin2 d þ sin2 d0 Þsin2 a g1=2
þ 2fcos2 21 ðcos2 d þ cos2 d0 Þcos2 a0

(6)

where K ¼ C þ C0 and K0 ¼ C  C0 . If a theory is consistent with a hybrid model of nonlocal-local realism, then
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þ sin2 21 ðsin2 d þ sin2 d0 Þsin2 a0 g1=2 ;

(11)

which when maximized with respect to a and a0 gives

cos2 21 ðcos2 d þ cos2 d0 Þ  sin2 21 ðsin2 d þ sin2 d0 Þ
cos2 21 ðcos2 d þ cos2 d0 Þ  sin2 21 ðsin2 d þ sin2 d0 Þ:

Here we have used the fact that
250404-2
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(13)

with the first inequality realized when  ¼ 0 or  and the
second when  ¼ =2. Now using Eq. (7), the maximum
of cos2 d þ cos2 d0 is 1, while the maximum of sin2 d þ
sin2 d0 is 2. Inserting these values into Eq. (12) and using
ð c g Þ ¼ sin2 21 yields the form of Eq. (3),
8 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
< 4 1  ð c g Þ; ð c g Þ  1=3
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(14)
Sð c g Þ 
: 4 2ð c Þ;
ð c Þ  1=3:
g

g

The equality in Eq. (14), Smax ð c g Þ, is realized by the
~
following possible sets of unit vectors: for   1=3, a,
~ b~0 , and c~ are all aligned along z~, and c~ 0 is aligned
a~ 0 , b,
along ~z; for   1=3, all the measurement vectors lie in
the xy plane with adc ¼ ad0 c0 ¼ a0 d0 c ¼ 0, a0 dc0 ¼ ,
and d  d0 ¼ =2. This change in the measurement
direction at  ¼ 1=3 produces a sharp change in
Smax ð c g Þ as illustrated in Fig. 1: as  is increased from 0
to 1=3, Smax ð c g Þ actually decreases, after which Smax ð c g Þ
monotonically increases with . When   1=2, GGHZ
states do not violate Svetlichny’s inequality. Notice that the
nonviolation, however, does not prevent us from experimentally measuring the entanglement of GGHZ states. To
do so, we can choose, for example, the unit vectors in the
xy plane identified earlier and experimentally measure the
expectationqvalue
of Sð c g Þ. For these measurement angles,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sð c g Þ ¼ 4 2ð c g Þ, from which we can compute the entanglement ð c g Þ. q
Inﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the regime   1=3, the measured
value of Sð c g Þ ¼ 4 2ð c g Þ is not the maximum possible
value, but this is not important if the goal is only to
measure the entanglement ð c g Þ.
The GGHZ states belong to the three-parameter family,

(Ψ)

y; x  y
;
x; x  y

5

4

max



S

xsin2  þ ycos2  

3

0

0.5
τ(Ψ)

1

FIG. 1 (color online). Dots show a plot of Eq. (3) for Smax ð c g Þ
versus  for the GGHZ states. Comparison to the numerical
bounds [20] of Eq. (16) (solid line) shows agreement with the
lower bound. Stars show a plot of Eq. (4) for Smax ð c s Þ versus 
for the MS states. Comparison to the numerical bounds [20] of
Eq. (16) (solid line) shows agreement with the upper bound.

j c 3 i ¼ cos1 j000i þ sin1 j1 2 3 i;

(15)

where j1 i ¼ j1i, j2 i ¼ cos2 j0i þ sin2 j1i, j3 i ¼
cos3 j0i þ sin3 j1i. These states are of interest because
they can be prepared in experiments starting with an input
of two entangled pairs of qubits [19]. Previous numerical
studies of j c 3 i [20] established upper and lower bounds on
Smax ð c 3 Þ for a given ð c 3 Þ,







 1 S2max ð c 3 Þ  1
 ð c 3 Þ  1 S2max ð c 3 Þ:
(16)




16

32
A comparison of Eq. (16) to Eq. (3) shows that Eq. (3)
coincides with the lower bound on Smax ð c 3 Þ. Hence, the
GGHZ states have the minimum value of Smax ð c 3 Þ for a
given amount of ð c 3 Þ (Fig. 1). We show below that the
MS states, which also belong to this family, can achieve the
upper bound and thus give the maximum possible value of
Smax ð c 3 Þ for a given amount of ð c 3 Þ.
The MS states.—Consider the first term in Eq. (8) with
respect to the MS states j c s i in Eq. (2),

h c s jADCj c s i ¼ cos3 cosa cosd fcos3 cosc þ sin3 cosc sinc g
þ sina sind fcos3 cosad cosc þ sin3 cosadc sinc g
 cos3 cosa cosd ðcos2 3 þ sin2 3 cos2 c Þ1=2 þ sina sind ðcos2 3 cos2 ad þ sin2 3 cos2 adc Þ1=2
 fcos2 3 cos2 d ðcos2 3 þ sin2 3 cos2 c Þ þ sin2 d ðcos2 3 cos2 ad þ sin2 3 cos2 adc Þg1=2 :

(17)

The first inequality is obtained by the use of Eq. (9) to maximize the terms in parentheses individually with respect to c ,
and the second inequality is obtained by maximizing the first inequality with respect to a . Inserting Eq. (17) (and similar
expressions for hAD0 C0 i, hA0 D0 Ci, and hA0 DC0 i) in the inequality in Eq. (8) and using the constraint in Eq. (7), we find a
turning point of Sð c s Þ at d  d0 ¼ d ¼ d0 ¼ =2. Then from Eqs. (17) and (8),
Sð c s Þ  2fðcos2 3 cos2 ad þ sin2 3 cos2 adc Þ þ ðcos2 3 cos2 ad0 þ sin2 3 cos2 ad0 c0 Þg1=2
þ 2fðcos2 3 cos2 a0 d þ sin2 3 cos2 a0 dc0 Þ þ ðcos2 3 cos2 a0 d0 þ sin2 3 cos2 a0 d0 c Þg1=2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 4fcos2 3 þ 2sin2 3 g1=2 ¼ 4 1 þ ð c s Þ:

(18)

The second inequality in Eq. (18) is obtained from the first by setting cos2 adc ¼ cos2 ad0 c0 ¼ cos2 a0 dc0 ¼ cos2 a0 d0 c ¼
1, and by noting that since d  d0 ¼ =2, cos2 ad ¼ sin2 ad0 and cos2 a0 d ¼ sin2 a0 d0 . The final equality follows
from ð c s Þ ¼ sin2 3 , yielding the desired result of Eq. (4) for Smax ð c s Þ. The other turning point of Sð c s Þ at d  d0 ¼ 0
yields a lower value of Sð c s Þ, so the expression in Eq. (18) gives the global maximum. A set of measurement angles which
250404-3
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realizes Smax ð c s Þ [Eq.
pﬃﬃﬃ (4)] is a ¼ a0 ¼ d ¼ d0 ¼ =2,
tanc ¼ tanc0 ¼ 2 tan3 , adc ¼ ad0 c0 ¼ a0 d0 c ¼ 0,
a0 dc0 ¼ ,
c0 ¼ c ¼ =4,
d  d0 ¼ =2.
Notice that the only difference between these angles and
the optimal measurement angles for the GGHZ states in the
regime  > 1=3 is that c~ and c~ 0 do not lie in the xy plane.
Comparison of Eq. (4) to the numerical bounds in Eq. (16)
[20] shows that it corresponds to the upper bound on
Smax ð c 3 Þ, confirming that this is the maximum possible
value of Sð c s Þ as a function of . We note that the states
obtained by swapping the second and third qubits also
yield Smax as in Eq. (4).
From Eq. (4), it is clear that all MS states can violate the
Svetlichny inequality (Fig. 1). Furthermore, we can compare Eq. (4) to the entanglement-nonlocality relationship
for two-qubit pure states ji [3,4], CHSHmax ðÞ ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 1 þ 12 ðÞ. CHSHmax ðÞ is the maximum expectation
value of the CHSH operator [2], and the tangle 12 ðÞ ¼
C212 ðÞ measures the amount of bipartite entanglement in
the state [16,17]. Equation (4) for the MS states is directly
analogous to this two-qubit result.
Our analysis shows that the nonlocal correlations in
GGHZ states and MS states appear to be quite different,
although they both belong to the GHZ class. Notice that for
the GGHZ states when 1 ¼ 0 in Eq. (1), we obtain a threequbit product state, whereas for the MS states, setting 3 ¼
0 in Eq. (2) yields a product of a maximally entangled state
of two qubits and the state j0i for the third qubit. As 1 and
3 are increased, the GGHZ and MS states both become
tripartite entangled, but in different ways due to the different initial states, thereby leading to the differences in
nonlocality seen in Eqs. (3) and (4).
Conclusion.—In summary, we have obtained useful but
surprising relationships between tripartite entanglement
and nonlocality for the GGHZ and MS states. Previous
studies [21,22] have found that the GGHZ states do not
violate any Bell inequality for  < 1=4. Here we have
shown that the regime of nonviolation is in fact much
larger ( < 1=2) for the Svetlichny inequality. What does
the nonviolation of Svetlichny’s inequality by some GGHZ
states mean? Perhaps their nonlocality will be revealed by
some other Bell-type inequality, unless one finds an explicit hidden-variable model which reproduces the correlations in these states. An interesting topic of further study
is the connection between nonlocality and tripartite information in GGHZ states as defined in [23]. Another question of practical interest is the physical significance of the
fact that all MS states violate the Svetlichny inequality and
their possible usefulness for specific information process-
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ing tasks. In future work, we plan to extend our analysis to
W-class states [5] and, more generally, to multipartite
nonlocality in an n-qubit system via a generalization of
the Svetlichny inequality [13,24].
We thank A. Kabra and S. Bandhyopadhyay for helpful
discussions. S. G. was supported by NSERC. P. R. thanks
M. Toshniwal and DST for support.
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